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ABSTRACT
In this work the algorithm for the pho-

nemic labelling and segmentation of spe-
ech waveforms is described. This algori-
thm is founded on the feature maps: the
self-organized neural networks model. The
model is ' able to form automatically a
representation of distribution of speech
signal parameters. The algorithm descri-
bed below utilizes this ability in order
to form criteria of phonemic labelling
and segmentation. In the such manner we
produce the representation for not 'only
short-time signal parameters but also of
the temporary trajectories of this para-
meters.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most succesful speech re-
cognition methods is one, which founded
on the use of statistical 1aws,which has
been established in the speech signal
parameters distribution. Therefore, ' it
seems important. to investigate methods
which is able to accomulate the data abo-
ut distribution of Speech signal parame-
ters," for example, to approximate the
probability density function of mutial
distribution of this parameters. Often
this task can be solved satisfactory by
means of self-organizing neural network
models, in particulary, the model. for
the self-organized formation of structu-
red feature maps /1/.

Let us be a pattern space, the
elements of may-be represented by
vectors 55,5 R ( pattern vector ). The
structured representation of is formed
with the help of matrix M L” ( feature

map ) with the elements Raj . fiery m.)- is
defined by it's time-variable weights
r71;5=(g4E3)K,gflL. Initially, the values of the
my choosed in the. randomly manner. An
algorithm creation of features map consist
of two steps /1/. let us, -for the time mo-
ment t, t=0,1, ..., n, ... the-input pat-
tern vector would be x(t). Then, in the
first step, we define the indexes 10.30
of the element micj‘IeM, such, that:

1‘ fit) ”mus. “ = YULH “2100‘"q (1)
° 5

In the second step the modifications 0f
weights 14,-} is made. For mas. and 1175
neighbours ( for example, if the radius
fit)“ , the neighbours for the_ mags. Will
be m-W 3° ,m

.9713“); fiii(t-1J+ Janice) -}‘4Lj(t-x))(2)

Lc‘iit’miojc'i ,m to Sc” )"

In equation (2) cCCt) satisfy the condi'

tions: f’ nus-”N 50‘2““ *°° '. (“9’0
It wd‘é shown l1,2t/‘0that for correct

choise the values of the 4.0.) and fit),
described above process has the next
properties. When t —» co the Values 0f
figs change so, that adjacent elements

of the matrix M respond to ( in the
sense of equation (2) ) closed (in the
sense of norm ll - ll ) vectors from “Space
65 . The distribution of values 1".” °n

the matrix M approximates the mu 151'
distribution probability density mad”
for patterns vectors.

The successful application of featu-re
maps for 'fonemic labelling have been mag
in the work 13/. But the fonemic qualiti
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es of the sounds depend not only of it's
short-time spectra, but also the context
- phonemic qualities of the adjacent pho-
nemes. In our investigation the method ,
was described, and feature maps, produced
in the such manner, Was used for creation
the segments boundary criteria and acco-
mulation the information about temporary
traectories of spectral parameters. It's
apparently, that this information may be
useful for transeme segments analysis.

AN AUTOMATIC FORMATIONS THE
CRITERIA FOR SETTING THE LABELS
OF THE SEEMENTS BOUNDARY IN THE

SPEECH SIGNAL

We assume, that the important role in
the Speech perception belongs to the sta-
tionary segments of speech and the si-
lence segments. This segments may be
viewed the adaptation's signals for
our hearing system in the sense of adap-
tation-.to amplitude spectra of the sound.
Therefore, the labels setting, in order
t0 mark the stationary segments, may be
useful on one hand, to produce the phone‘
mic identification this segnents, and on
the other hand, to correctly identify the
trendition segments, which phoneme inter-
Pretation depend on long-time infernation.

As the input patterns we used the short "
time Spectra s,t) and the phonemic
function /5/: 4)(w,t):€9(1S(w,t)I-|SLQ,t-I)}
Where 00 denote frequency, t - time, and

" small time delay. We use the EM
algorithm in order to calculate the 252‘-
‘Point amplitude spectra C divided into
2‘ frequency channel in the range to Hz-
51‘32 ) eVery 12.6 ms. Central frequency
0f each channel was equally spaced and
the Channel 22 contented the total energy
or the segment. The Values of fonemic fu-
n‘Btion calculated from two adjacent short
- time sPectra. We used the synthetic so-
unds. Three sounds modelled the vowels.

13 formant frequency were spaced at
900 Hz: 1600 Hz, 2900 Hz. One sound was
rePresented as an unvoiced fricative.

0:: the first step we formed two maps:
map for short - time spectra and the 59"

cond map for fonemic function values.
The matrix}! contained 6 6 elements in
both cases. The process (1)-(2) contained
T-ZOOOO steps. The values and de-
creased linearly: IcthAU-t/r) , mums-Ur)
where eta: > . .We denoted sounds
stimulus asA, B, C, D. The resulting.
maps are shown in the figures~1 and 2. In
order to denote the elements—of maps the

next procedure was applied/13!. Approximate-
ly ~wone hungreed of well known patterns
of every sound were presented to input
the algorithm (1)-( 2). The element, main-
ly correspond t( in accordance with (1))
to patterns of the sound A was denoted A.

:V'.=

C--DDD

---C-A

A--B-B

Figure 1 . The feature map for the Values

of the short - time spectra. The symbol

"-' denotes the nolabelled elements.

s-n—--

Figure 2. The feature map-for the fonemic

function values. The symbol '8' corres-
ponds the values of fonemic functions for

stationary segments of the sounds A,B,C.

The symbol 'N' denotes the same segments

of the sound D. The symbol '-' denotes
the transition segments.
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In the segmentation and labelling algo-

rithm we supposed, that elements denoted

by the symbols 'N' and '-' would be cor-
respond to nonstationary segments.

In the work [6/ it have been made sug-

gestion about existence of Special cells
- detectors for phonemes boundary detec-

tion. The first question was: may the map

of fonemic function values to be use as

as the map of such detectors ? We tested
this capability of the map using the conr

tinious signal, contained 1k0 above - me-

ntioned sounds. On the map of fonemic fu-

nction Values we obtained the trajectory,

consisted of the elements, that corres-

ponded the sequence of input patterns.

The algorithm produced the label of trans

sition region ( segments ) when this cor-

responded element was belong to transiti-

on region of the map ( or, another words,

was denoted as transition element ). The
labels of stationary regions were produr

ced in the such manner. In the ease of

stationary regions the algorithm made an

attempt to interpret this segments in

accordance with the map of short - time

spectra. The analysis bf the result shows

that all stationary segments belonged vo-
wels sounds have been labelled correctly.
About 8& of the transition regions were
omissed. All stationary segments were re-
cognized ( with respect to map of short -
time spectra ) right.

THE USE OF THE INFORMATION ABOUT
TEMPORARY TRAJECTORIES OF THE

PARAMETERS FOR THE FONEMIC LABELLING

In order to use the temporary trajecto-
ries of the parameters as a feature pat-
terns, let us see the next feature map
( denote it map III ) formation process.
The input vectOrs for this map consisted
from the values of the outputs of the map
of short - time spectra ( map I ). The
dimensionality of the input vectors to
map III is equal to the number of eler
ments in the map I, and the values of the
cbmponents of this elements are equal to
output values C see equation (1) ) of the
correspond elements of the map I C these
output Values have been added during some

times ). It can be said, that each ele -
ment of the map III is connected with.each
element of map I. In order to control the
map III formation process we used the mm
of phonemic function Values ( map II ).
When the corresponded element of the mapII

was the element, denoted as ststionary,
the-label of stationary segment was promr

ced. Up to this moment the Values have

been summing up and the result was used

as the input vector to map III. The pro-

duced label element of map II became nmr

active for some time. For the formation

of the map III we used the map I~ and map

II, described above. The number of elemmms

in the map III was~AXA. The process con-

tains T=6000 steps. The values of the ra-

dius r(t) and parameter out) where cho‘

osen as it Was shown below. The result is

presented on the figure 3.

BB

--

AA

--

--

AA

BC AB —- AA

CC

--

AB

Figure 3. The feature map for tempora-

ry trajectories of parameters. Here AA,

BB, CC, are corresponding to the statio‘

nary segments, BC and AB are corresp0*

nding to transition regions.

In the test signal for formation-of

the map III we used transition region

beetween A and B, B and c, c and D, D and
A only. It is clear, from the figure 3:

that no exist elements, that correspond t°
transition regions CD, DA and sound D.

We tried to label the test signal, descri'

bed above, with the help of the maP III.
In this ease the algorithm was the same 35

the algorithm for the creation of the map
III. The only difference between then was

that in the algorithm of the labelling.
every input vectors was identified in ac‘

cording-,- with map III. As it was expected.
we received 100 of correct detection of
transitions between B and C,-A and B and

stationary segments of A,B,C. But the de’
tection of_the sound D and transition re’
gions CD and DA contained many mistakes.
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CONCLUSION

It have been shown in our works,that

use of model of the feature maps formati-

on yields the possibility to form in the

simple manner the labelling and segments?
tion rules founded-on statistical proper—
ties of the signal. This rule uses the
proPerties both stationary and transition

segments of signal.
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